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ABSTRACT: ln the currently presented paper, the main problems which could be encountered by 
designers of MRF dampers and scientists have been presented. The MRF dampers work on the basis 
ofthe magnetorheological fluid, which belongs to the group ofthe non-Newtonian, rheostable liquids. 
They are characterized by the "flow" limit and are able to change their rheological properties in a very 
short time. The control faétor in this case is a magnetic field intensity. 

The structure of the magnetorheological fluids is quite simple with a cwuparison to the other 
group of well known smart structures such as piezoelectric or a shape memory alloys. Although, the 
controlling process ofthe exploitation ofthe previously mentioned devices is rather complex. 

Fonnerly discussed problems influence on the construction and exploitation of machines, having 
implemented parts consisting of MRF devices. Taking into considerations reach experimental 
experiences of authors in considered field, some, previously selected problems will be presented, 
analysed and particularly discussed. Such problems are observable in each step of MRF devices 
designing. 

They are connected with the evaluation of the influence of the current intensity, the magnetic 
fielq saturation, the size and shape of the working fluid gap, the coil parameters and its material, a 
temperature etc. on the dampers working conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the family of materials which could be classified to the '.'smart structures" group, having 
particular properties which give possibilities of the integration of s_ense, control and steering 
processes, rheologic fluids are one ofthe most important cells creating those group ofmaterials. 

On account of lower, in proportion to other groups of "smart structures", demanding connected to 
the steering process, also in many cases due to lower importance against other sorts of steering fluids, 
technical demanding conceming manufacturing ofthis group ofmaterials, recently increase ofinterest 
in magnetorheological fluids field, could be observed. They won recognition in a different sorts of 
applications, particularly as a fundamental constructive element of different sorts of dampers, shock 
absorbérs, clutches, brakes etc .. 

Besides applications in very advanced technical experiments, such as space technologies, 
commonly cited examples of mostly mentioned fields, where previously presented MR constructions 
could be applied are inter alia: 

cars: Cadillac Stabilitrak, Corvette ( 1999), presented for the first time in Geneva car salon in 
2000 year, model of the Imaj roadster Cadillac, and prototype model Sevilla STS 2002, car 
chassis dampers of well known Delphi [281,358] company, also in model Cadillac Corvene 
2003, GM production dampers such as RPO F55 and RPO F45, 
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